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Raising Your Pet Rat 2020-12-10 though wild rats have earned a bad rap for spreading illness and disease domestic rats are clean and
friendly animals that can be loving and wonderful additions to any family if you want to learn more about them raising your pet rat is for you
this book includes pet rat overview purchasing keeping and caring for pet rats homemade toys for pet rats safe and toxic wood for rats to
chew awesome pet rat names housing the rat feeding pet rats health problems and what to do if your pet rat has lice
My Pet Rat 1998-01-01 text and photographs follow a twelve year old girl as she learns to care for her pet rat
Pet Rats 2006-09 nervous pet rat owners or those who want to get one if you don t know much about rats but would like your little ratties to
be happy and healthy and stop them from chewing everything going to the bathroom on you biting you and more then this could be the most
important book you ll ever read pet rat expert colin patterson s complete system will have your ratties trusting you as their close friend doing
neat tricks that impress your friends and living as long as possible even if you re almost never home you re a total beginner and you don t
have time to read through volumes of time consuming material
Rats 2010 this fascinating series guided the more adventurous pet owners through choosing the right pet the essential equipment routine
care and play ideas and the health and wellbeing of different animals
Rats 2015-11-27 what pet can play fetch learn its name and still ride around in your pocket it s a rat of course and if you re surprised by this
you should take some time to learn more about these delightful animals though wild rats have earned a bad rap for spreading illness and
disease domestic rats are clean and friendly animals that can be loving and wonderful additions to any family if you have children that want
pets but you re not ready for a dog a pet rat may be a great compromise these little critters are fabulous pets for kids requiring relatively
simple care that even grade school children can understand and handle they re adaptable affectionate and tons of fun to watch and play with
with a life span up to 5 years your child can have a long relationship with her animals rats make great adult companions too of course their
minimal space requirements make them ideal for apartment dwellers and their self sufficiency and flexible sleeping habits mean they ll adapt
readily to even busy schedules when they re cared for properly rats aren t prone to many illnesses or health issues and they re affordable
both up front and in the long term most of the challenges in rat care are caused by the animal s remarkable intelligence the information in
this book will teach you how to properly house these notorious escape artists you ll also learn about the proper nutrition and care to keep
your rats healthy in the long term and how to identify and fix problems if they do come up introductions to breeding showing and training
your animals are also included if you want to take your rat ownership to the next level cuddly smart and entertaining a pet rat combines the
low time commitment of a small animal with the affection of a dog and you may just find it s the perfect pet for you
Squeak's Guide to Caring for Your Pet Rats or Mice 2014-08-14 titles in the pets guides series teach young readers how to care responsibly
for their chosen pet however in a unique spin each book is written from the point of view of one of the animals themselves thus also allowing
the books to be used to teach perspective in this book squeak the mouse reveals how readers should go about choosing pet rats or mice
what supplies they will need how to make a new pet rat or mouse feel at home and how to properly care for pet rats or mice including
feeding exercising and keeping cages clean text in the book is accompanied by clear labelled photographs to further reinforce key concepts
Training Your Pet Rat 2000 pet owners and animal hobbyists are discovering rats as fascinating and intelligent creatures that can be bred
selectively and kept as pets this book advises on virtually all aspects of caging feeding rat management and training although rat homes are
commercially available the authors detailed discussion of caging includes many do it yourself ideas on ways to improve on the manufactured
versions and convert rat enclosures into structures that better meet hobbyists needs there is also advice on rat trainability and specific
instructions for the training of these animals approximately 80 full color photos



The Rat 2008-04-21 this is our seventh set of happy healthy pet titles like the others they are books pet owners can turn to for the essential
information they need to raise a healthy happy pet all books contain information on feeding grooming housing health care what to expect
from the pet basic training as our series expands and focuses on different kinds of pets the emphasis remains on making the pet a
companion owners of more unusual pets will particularly appreciate the expert advice in these books because professional care for exotic
animals can be hard to come by as always the instruction on the books is from experts people who know their pets intimately but always
remember what it was like to have one the first time happy healthy pet guides are rich with professional quality color photos and are
designed to be enjoyable and easy to learn from more and more people are discovering each year what affectionate intelligent and charming
pets rats can be ginger cardinal already knows she s the former president of the rat mouse and hamster society and a longtime breeder
exhibitor judge and dedicated companion of these special rodents
Guide to Owning a Rat 1997-01-16 a complete guide to caring for a pet rat
Misunderstood 2016-06-07 as much a moving memoir as it is an amusing pet manual misunderstood is a unique nonfiction book for teens
and tweens about domesticated rats in general and a wonderful rat named iris in particular brimming with smarts and energy just like its
furry subjects rachel toor s text blends history and science with profiles of interesting people and autobiographical anecdotes as it joyfully
sets the record straight about why this reviled creature is actually a most amazing species readers will come away with a deeper
understanding and appreciation of domestic rats and may be convinced to adopt one themselves
Rat 2004-01-04 presents simple information about rats and choosing one as a pet
Rat Care: The Complete Guide to Caring for and Keeping Rats as Pets 2019-03-05 pet rats also commonly known as fancy rats are a
domesticated version of the common brown rat and are therefore part of the species known as rattus norvegicus however household rats
have been selectively bred for looks color size and temperament over the course of the last 100 years they have been selectively bred to the
point where there is almost no immediately obvious similarities between the household rat and their wild ancestors household pets are less
aggressive towards humans and other rats due to the fact that they do not have to scrounge for food and defend territory rats make clean
intelligent and affectionate animals which show a similar level of loyalty to a household dog due to their intelligence and loyalty they have
been anecdotally referred to as low maintenance dogs however despite this nickname rats are relatively high maintenance in comparison to
other common pet rodents such as mice and ferrets before purchasing any pet it is important to understand that as a pet owner you are
responsible for the care and wellbeing of your pet it is important to try and learn as much as you can about the animal you are considering to
keep as a pet to make sure that your lifestyle household and financial status are suited to provide your pet with the best possible care this
guide has been designed to provide you with both precise and concise information about a chameleon s basic needs to help you provide your
pet with the best quality care practices this book was previously published by pet care professionals under the same name
Rats 2011-09-27 an excellent introduction to the remarkable rat written by the world famous rat lady debbie ducummum rats offers expert
advice to all keepers of these popular fancy pets held in high regard in ancient egypt major asian societies and discriminating homes in
america rats are the most intelligent rodent on the planet and enjoy playing games with their keepers as with all editions in the complete
care made easy series rats offers readers information about selecting the right pets from good sources and acquiring all of the home
essentials for rats cage toys bedding and furnishings the book discusses food options and the importance of feeding a rat a healthy low cal
low fat diet based on fruits veggies and legumes plus recipes and menu tips the author also covers the important considerations of rat
proofing the home for keepers who opt to give their pets free run of their dwellings the chapter beginning your friendship discusses rat



socialization handling grooming cleaning and interactions with children and other pets the health of a pet rat is covered in the health care
chapter that includes choosing a veterinarian the first vet visit spaying neutering the weekly health exam plus handling common rat maladies
and dealing parasites and emergencies the real f u n begins in chapter seven fun activities in which the reader can learn how to train his or
her rat to walk on a leash enrich his rat s life with entertaining games and learn party tricks to impress visitors to the rat s home true rat
lovers will enjoy taking their rats to shows just like dog shows to show off their rat s conformation and natural beauty the chapter show time
offers advice on preparing for shows classes at shows and competing for ribbons the final chapter on breeding offers rat enthusiasts advice
about reproduction the birthing process and handling pups glossary appendices and index included
Rat 2018-11-30 the you have a pet what series introduces young readers to unusual pets through using a fun and factual approach to
mastering early reading skills with bold keywords and a show what you know section rat allows students to refer to details and examples in
the text and provide a summary distinct from personal opinions or bias featuring 32 full color pages photographs simple language and text
based questions this title encourages curiosity as well as reading comprehension
Squeak's Guide to Caring for Your Pet Rats or Mice Ars Scribendi 2015-11 titles in the pets guides series teach young readers how to
care responsibly for their chosen pet however in a unique spin each book is written from the point of view of one of the animals themselves
thus also allowing the books to be used to teach perspective in this book squeak the mouse reveals how readers should go about choosing
pet rats or mice what supplies they will need how to make a new pet rat or mouse feel at home and how to properly care for pet rats or mice
including feeding exercising and keeping cages clean text in the book is accompanied by clear labelled photographs to further reinforce key
concepts
The Complete Guide to Rat Training 2008 rats are the equal of dogs and cats in playfulness personality and intelligence making them great
pets for both children and adults in fact over half a million households in the us own a pet rat or mouse one of only a few books devoted
entirely to rat training the complete guide to rat training teaches you how to have fun and enhance the relationship you share with your pet
rat the step by step format thoroughly and concisely covers a variety of training topics including positive reinforcement clicker training
behavior modification litter training basic and advanced trick training and how to set up games and science projects the authoritative text
explains how to read rat behavior and body language so you can understand your rat and learn the similarities between rats and humans it
includes plans and instructions for building training equipment such as mazes and intelligence tests and provides guidelines that will
facilitate a rat s adjustment to domestic life and help foster a lasting relat
Rat 2012-06 domestic animals pets the more you know about your pet the better you ll be able to provide the care and attention he requires
for a healthy and happy life the pet friendly guides offer expert advice on every aspect of care such as housing and equipment feeding and
nutrition behaviour health ages 9
Rats 2012-01-01 provides basic information about rats and keeping them as pets provided by publisher
Rats Are Beautiful 2015-09-28 rats are beautiful a journal for rat lovers is sure to be a hit with anyone that has pet rats every journal page
is decorated with a whimsical sketch of a rat and this unique journal provides a space to note the joys your pet rat has brought into your life
every day designed and illustrated by anita louise mccormick
My Rat 2010 here s advice on all the important details regarding diet cage environment and health care for your pet rat
Rats. Rats As Pets. Rat Keeping, Pros and Cons, Care, Housing, Diet and Health 2017-07-10 over the last few decades rats have come to be
known as wonderful pets domesticated rats are quite different from the wild relative and have been bred for years to be the ideal house pet if



you are a young family looking for the ideal pet then the low maintenance rat is your perfect choice these animals are friendly furry and quite
intelligent as well also known as fancy rats these creatures are highly independent can be trained very easily and are certainly less work
comparison to other common pets like dogs and cats there are several varieties of these domesticated rats they are also considered to be
the most intelligent among other rodents that are chosen to be house pets this book covers everything that you need to know about having a
rat as a pet it also discusses in details the advantages and disadvantages of having a rat as a pet it tells you everything from where you can
buy your rodent to how you should deal with issues like breeding or healthcare the goal is to make sure that everyone makes an informed
decision when brining a rat home so that the family and the pet can live a good life covered in this book care costs daily care do s and don ts
feeding health history intelligence one or two personality tips on buying training travelling and much more
Pet Rat Care 2023 introduces different varieties of rats and discusses the care and feeding of rats kept as pets
Rats for Those Who Care 1995 describes how to buy handle exercise feed breed and care for a pet rat
All about Your Rat 1999-03 rats are friendly pets that love to chew they happily nibble snacks then they give themselves baths these
critters make great pets and this title proves it the book is a guide for pet rat care including what they eat where they live and how they play
the fun text combines with a profile a supply list and a care duties checklist to create an engaging primer on pet rats
My Pet Rat 2020-01-01 the ultimate survivors that have flourished in the most difficult of circumstances rats have a long history of being
the smartest rodent in the room rats are growing more and more popular as pets for adults and children alike having raised and trained rats
for over forty years miriam fields babineau in her book rat training teaches rat owners to harness that intelligence through a reward and
clicker system of training an avid proponent of reward based positive training techniques the author explains how to create a successful
learning environment for your rat as you teach him how to come on command jump through a hoop walk on a leash stand on his hind legs
and much more illustrated with color photographs by evan cohen and virginia broitman rat training includes tips on what to look for when
buying a rat how to care for your new pet and how to acclimate your rat to other household pets in the chapter called rat manner the author
describes how rats think and their social organizations and behavior fields babineau has trained rats for various purposes including working in
movies and her chapter called the great rat race describes the demands of rat shows and acting careers for rats the chapter called scurry
and hurry is devoted to agility training and trick training such as shoulder riding resources and glossary included
Rat Training 2011-10-11 offers practical advice on keeping rats as pets including information on their housing and health care
Rats 1991 back cover information and advice to help you take good care of your pet rat the typical pet rat physical traits temperament life
cycle and more expert advice feeding housing nutrition health care training and play activities understanding your pet rat recognizing body
language and behavioral traits step by step instruction for everyday care informative and attractive sidebars filled with handsome color
photos picture caption the rat s high intelligence makes him an extraordinarily interesting caged pet the authors advise on general care
nutrition caging toys for play activity and more
Rats 2012 rat care have you fallen in love with rats this detailed easy to understand book will help you through every stage of choosing
bringing home and caring for these lovable pets there is a wealth of useful information in this book from what to feed your rats to how to
catch them if they escape you ll learn where to buy your rats and how to tell if you ve picked healthy ones step by step instructions for
taming and handling your new rats what you can and what you absolutely can t can t feed your rats simple ways to tell if a rat is ill and needs
to see the vet some clever tricks to catch a rat if he escapes his cage how to clean out your rats and even toilet train them and so much
more the book has been written by dr gordon roberts a vet who owns eight animal hospitals around the uk it also includes a useful section of



faqs for you to refer back to again and again we hope you enjoy it your rats are going to thank you for reading it
Caring for Your Rat 2015-07-27 looking for a pet that s small soft and on the squeaky side why not try a rabbit mouse or rat these furry
intelligent creatures can be lovable pets all they need is the proper care and a good home this expert guide teaches readers everything they
need to know about caring for these furry friends beautiful full color photographs introduce readers to different breeds of rabbits mice and
rats a handy checklist helps readers choose which of these cute creatures is right for their home and lifestyle they ll also learn important
information about rabbits mice and rats from how they behave in the wild to how to take care of them when they re sick fun sidebars about
famous and newsworthy rabbits mice and rats will engage even reluctant readers information rich and playful this guide is great for animal
lovers and pet owners alike
Rabbits, Mice, and Rats 2018-07-15 squeak the mouse reveals how readers should go about choosing pet rats or mice what supplies they will
need how to make a new pet rat or mouse feel at home and how to properly care for pet rats or mice including feeding exercising and
keeping cages clean text in the book is accompanied by clear labelled photographs to further reinforce key concepts
Squeak's Guide to Caring for Your Pet Rats Or Mice 2014-08-14 describes the physical characteristics and habits of rats and mice and tells
how to care for them as pets
Rats and Mice 2000 what is your favorite pet my favorite pets are rats would you like to learn about them in my favorite pet rats students
will learn about having guinea pigs as pets each my favorite pet book includes information on where pets live how they play and what they
eat
My Favorite Pet: Rats 2021-10-17 find out what rats are like as pets and what care they will need information is provided on housing feeding
and grooming and other essential elements of pet care learn all about rats with advice from how to choose the right breed and find the right
cage to keeping your rat happy and healthy also included are amazing fact files about specific breeds fantastic photographs bring the
animals to life
The Pet to Get: Rat 2017-06-27 colorful enumeration of facts regarding rats and tips about caring for the little creatures as pets
Caring for Your Rat 2005-07 all journals are unofficial products this notebook is perfect for you and your needs with 50 150 lined pages it has
enough room for you to jot write and scribble all your notes thoughts and secrets it makes the perfect gift for anyone and for any occasion
with thousands of different designs from landscapes to films abstract to photography there is something for everyone please note that some
older journals are in the process of being updated due to unforeseen issues please be patient thank you for your time this is a note to
reassure you that this specific journal has been updated some reviews may reflect older journals
Journal 2019-05-16 the perfect introduction to being a pet owner for the child ready to get a rat
The Facts on Rats 2013-03-01 this book describes how to care for pet mice and rats
Rats and Mice 2009 looking for a great gift idea for a pet rat owner need a new journal in your life this unique and funny journal notebook is
sure to please and make the perfect christmas or birthday present for men or women 100 6 x 9 lined pages are provided for you to put your
thoughts hopes experiences likes and dislikes with a matte full color soft cover this lined notebook is as practical as it is cool and is the ideal
size for lined journals for kids journals for women to write in and makes an excellent birthday journal notebook gift it could also be used as a
diary to record all your creative self expression such as poetry short stories or self help affirmations desired creatives journals are perfect for
birthday gifts christmas gifts co worker boss gifts journals planners doodle diaries homeschool planners for kids food diaries sheet music
creative writing notebooks gifts for mom dad grandma grandpa cousins brother sister retirement gifts school notebooks graduation gifts



thank you gifts teacher gifts inspirational journals mom daughter journal journaling for kids blank books journals beer and weight loss logs
keepsake journals and much more place your order today
Yes I Really Do Need All These Rats 2018-12-21 discusses the selection and care of various rodents such as mice rats hamsters and gerbils
including hints on choosing or making a cage
How to Raise Mice, Rats, Hamsters, and Gerbils 1976
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